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North Somerset : IASS using new virtual means as an 
alternative to a face to face workshop to help parents 

support their child’s confidence and reduce anxiety ahead of 
schools re-opening 

The context 
Each month the service assesses the types of enquiries coming in via the Information, advice and 
support line in order to monitor potential areas of concern within the local area.  This has not changed 
during the Covid-19 pandemic even though the service has had to shift to a remote based call back 
service.  During April and May 2020 it became apparent there was a steady increase in the number of 
calls concerning transitions in North Somerset.  37% of all enquiries were from parents and carers 
expressing their anxiety at preparing their children with SEND who are either starting school or starting 
a new school in September 2020.   

The story 
Armed with this information the service team began thinking about how it could answer concerns 
about how schools should be preparing children and YP at this time; what resources were available to 
them; and how they as parents could support their child’s confidence and reduce anxiety.   The service 
needed to consider how it could support as many families as possible. 

It is usual to expect a number of these calls at this time of year and ordinarily to talk each of them 
through the process and local procedures.  The service would have also attended parent’s evenings at 
the invitation of the special schools and offer 1:1 appointments with an IAS practitioner to talk face to 
face with parents and carers.  Previously schools have always managed this process very well locally 
and it has not presented as a big area of concern.  However, under the Covid 19 related circumstances, 
parents and carers have been feeling more isolated and detached from educational settings and have 
not been offered the usual opportunities of school visits and goodbyes. 

The service decided to respond with a three staged approach.  Firstly we by putting together a paper 
based/online resource leaflet.  This was to contain both the legal expectations and duties on schools 
and settings to share information and support children at phases of transition, as well as practical tips 
and suggestions for parents and carers to support their children and YP.  This general resource covers 
all stages of preparing to start school or moving between phases of education or schools and settings. 

Secondly, at their invitation the service attended a virtual coffee event hosted by the local parent carer 
forum focussing on transitions. This was also attended by all three of the local special school heads. 
IAS was provided to those in the room as well as listening to the plans each of the schools had in place. 
This meant all the IAS team could be advised to update the support they were able to offer during 
direct telephone enquiries. 

Thirdly, a presentation was put together to be offered via a virtual workshop on zoom and was 
advertised within the local area.  The event took place on 23 June with 9 participants registering. 
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The outcome 
The resource leaflet is now available on the service website and is available so all IAS staff can signpost 
parents and carers to it, providing the service with a new ongoing resource for future years.  
 
The workshop provided an excellent alternative to a face-to-face workshop, providing a presentation 

followed by a general forum in which parents and carers asked for additional advice and shared ideas 

with each other.  Three of those who attended the workshop contacted the  service for further IAS 

regarding separate SEND enquiries and the workshop itself received fantastic feedback; ‘’Thank you it 

was really worthwhile and lovely to meet new faces and hear others stories”, “I didn’t realise that 

schools had to share information, I will now go back and ask what has been shared already, thank you” 

and one parent commented that she was so relieved not to be the only one feeling like this that now 

she didn’t feel so isolated. 

Now the service has developed the workshop and the resource leaflet they will be added to the list of 

resources to draw upon in future years as parents start to prepare for their child or YP’s move into or 

moving on from school. 

 
Contact details  
Victoria Allan 
IAS Service Manager 
North Somerset Information, Advice and Support Service 
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